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Abstract
In this paper we will introduce the new notion of generalizedgeometric structures

defined by systems of closed differential forms. From a cohomological point of view,
we develop a unified approach to deformation problems and establish a criterion for
unobstructed deformations of the generalized geometric structures. We construct the
moduli spaces of the structures with the action ofd-closedb-fields and show that
the period map of the moduli space is locally injective underthe certain cohomolog-
ical condition (the local Torelli type theorem). We apply our approach to general-
ized Calabi–Yau structures and generalized SU(n)-structures and obtain unobstructed
deformations of generalized Calabi–Yau structures if theddJ -property is satisfied.
We also have unobstructed deformations of generalized SU(n)-structures and show
that the period map of the moduli space of generalized SU(n)-structures is locally
injective.
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Introduction

In the paper [6], the author introduced the notion of geometric structures defined by
systems of closed differential forms which are based on the action of the gauge group of
the tangent bundle of a manifold. This approach provides a systematic construction of
smooth moduli spaces of Calabi–Yau, hyperKähler, G2 and Spin(7)-structures. In the
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paper [14] Hitchin presented generalized complex and generalized Calabi–Yau geom-
etries, which depend on the idea of replacing the tangent bundle by the direct sum of
the tangent bundleT and the cotangent bundleT� of a manifold X. The generalized
complex geometry unifies different structures such as complex structures and symplectic
structures. There are many articles already written on generalized complex, generalized
Calabi–Yau and generalized Kähler geometries [14], [15], [11], [7], [8]. In this paper,
however, we will develop the generalized geometry from a wide view point as in [6]
which is of general nature with some new applications. Sincethere is an indefinite metric
on the direct sumT�T�, the bundle of the Clifford algebra CL(X) of T�T� naturally
appears and we obtain various fibre bundles with fibres the Liegroups such as the spin
group and the Clifford group Gcl which act on the differential forms onX by the spin
representation at each point ofX. We consider an orbitB(V) of the action of the Clifford
group Gcl. Then we define aB(V)-structure8 on X to be a system of closed differential
forms in the orbitB(V) at eachx 2 X (see Section 3.1). We develop the deformation
problem of theB(V)-structures. We establish a criterion for unobstructed deformations
of theB(V)-structures and we show that the local Torelli type theoremholds under the
certain cohomological condition (Theorems 3.2.5, 3.2.6 and 3.2.7). Then we apply our
approach to generalized Calabi–Yau structures and generalized SU(n)-structures. A gen-
eralized Calabi–Yau structure� is a non-degenerate, pure spinor which is ad-closed
differential form on a manifold [14]. A generalized Calabi–Yau structure� induces the
generalized complex structureJ

�

, which is regarded as a generalization of both complex
structures with trivial canonical line bundle and symplectic structures1. Since the set of
non-degenerate, pure spinors is an orbitBSL(V) of the action of Gcl, generalized Calabi–
Yau structures introduced by Hitchin [14] are considered asBSL(V)-structures. Then our
criterion is applied to the generalized Calabi–Yau structures.

Theorem 4.1.6. Let � be a generalized Calabi–Yau structure on a compact mani-
fold X with the induced generalized complex structureJ

�

. If the generalized complex
structureJ

�

satisfies the ddJ -property, we have unobstructed deformations of� as gen-
eralized Calabi–Yau structures which are parametrized by an open set of the cohomology
group H1(#BSL). Further the period map P from the space of deformations of� to the
de Rham cohomology group is locally injective, i.e., the local Torelli type theorem holds.

(Note that #BSL is the deformations complex of generalized Calabi–Yau structures
and H k(#BSL) is the cohomology group of the complex #BSL, see Section 4.)

The ddJ -property is a generalization of the ordinary��-lemma in Kähler geom-
etry. Gualtieri showed that theddJ property holds for generalized Kähler structures

1Note that generalized Calabi–Yau structures do not yield any metrical structure such as Ricci-flat
Kähler metrics.
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[12]. The generalized SU(n)-structure1 in [11] is a pair consisting ofd-closed non-
degenerate, pure spinors�0 and�1 on a 2n dimensional manifold such that the corres-
ponding pair of generalized complex structures (J

�0, J�1) yields a generalized Kähler
structure. The generalized SU(n)-structure is regarded as a natural generalization of the
ordinary Ricci-flat Kähler metrics. Since the set of generalized SU(n)-structures is an
orbit BSU(V) of the diagonal action of Gcl on pairs of differential forms, generalized
SU(n)-structures are also considered asBSU(V)-structures. Deformations of generalized
SU(n)-structures seem to be complicated. Our systematic approach, however, can be
adapted to obtain unobstructed deformations of generalized SU(n)-structures and the
local Torelli type theorem,

Theorem 4.2.4. Let 8 D (�0, �1) be a generalizedSU(n)-structure on a com-
pact manifold X of dimension2n. Then we obtain unobstructed deformations of8 as
generalizedSU(n)-structures which are parametrized by an open set of the cohomology
group H1(#BSU). Further the period map of the moduli spaceMSU(X) is locally inject-
ive, i.e., the local Torelli type theorem holds.

(Note that #BSU is the deformation complex of generalized SU(n)-structures and
H k(#BSU) is the cohomology group of the complex #BSU.) In Section 1, we give an ex-
position of the Clifford algebra of the direct sumV�V� and introduce various groups
such as spin, pin and the Clifford group Gcl. It is important that the exponentialeb

(resp. e�) for a 2-form b 2
V2 V� (resp. a 2-vector� 2

V2 V) gives an element of
the spin group. The materials in this section are already explained in [21], [13] and
[14]. The bundle of the Clifford algebra CL(X) is decomposed into the direct sum
of the even Clifford bundle and the odd Clifford bundle. In Section 2, we introduce
subbundles CLk of CL(X) which carry a filtration of the even Clifford bundle and a
filtration of the odd Clifford bundle:

CL0
� CL2

� CL4
� � � � ,

CL1
� CL3

� CL5
� � � � .

Further we discuss differential operators acting on differential forms onX which arise
as commutators between the exterior derivatived and the action of the bundle of the
Clifford algebra CL(X). The Clifford–Lie operators of order 3 are introduced in Def-
inition 2.1.2 The exterior derivatived is a Clifford–Lie operator of order 3 and the
adjoint e�a

Æ d Æ ea for a 2 CL2 is also a Clifford–Lie operator of order 3 (Propos-
ition 2.1.8), which play a significant role in studying the deformation problem. In Sec-
tion 3, the notion ofB(V)-structures is introduced. The Clifford group Gcl of V � V�

diagonally acts on the direct sum ofl skew-symmetric tensors
Ll V� V�. Let 8 D

1The generalized SU(n)-structure is called a generalized Calabi–Yau metrical structure in [11] and
in order to avoid notational confusion, we use the terminology generalized SU(n)-structures on which
the special unitary group SU(n) arise as the isotropy group.
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(�1, : : : , �l ) be an element of the direct sum
Ll V� V� and B(V) the orbit of Gcl

through8. We fix the orbitB(V). Let X be a compact manifoldX of dimensionn.
(Note that we always consider a real manifold in this paper.)The orbitB(V) yields the
orbit B(Tx X) in

Ll V� T�

x X for each pointx 2 X and we have a fibre bundleB(X) by

B(X) WD
[

x2X

B(Tx X)! X.

The set ofC1 global sections ofB(X) is denoted byEB(X) and then we define a
B(V)-structure8D (�1, : : : ,�l ) on X to be aC1 global section ofB(X) with d�i D 0
for all i D 1, : : : , l . (For simplicity, we write it byd8 D 0.) We denote by QMB(X)
the set ofB(V)-structures onX:

QMB(X) D {8 2 EB(X) j d8 D 0}.

Then we define the moduli spaceMB(X) of B(V)-structures onX by the quotient space:

MB(X) D QMB(X)=eDiff 0(X),

whereeDiff 0(X) is an extension of the diffeomorphisms ofX by the action ofd-exact
b-fields (see Definition 3.1.2). Since the de Rham cohomology class [�i ] of each com-

ponent�i of 8 2 QMB(X) is invariant under the action ofeDiff 0(X), we have the pe-
riod map:

PB W MB(X)!
l
M

H�

dR(X).

In order to discuss deformations of aB(V)-structure8, we introduce a suitable de-
formation complex #B (Proposition 3.2.1):

0! E�1(X)
d
�1
��! E0(X)

d0
�! E1(X)

d1
�! E2(X)

d2
�! � � � .

Each vector bundleEk�1(X) is defined by the action of the Clifford subbundle CLk

on 8, that is, Ek�1(X) D CLk
� 8 and the differential operatordk is the restriction of

d to the bundleEk(X). An orbit B(V) is an elliptic orbit if the deformation com-
plex #B is an elliptic complex in degreek D 1, 2. We denote byS the direct sum
Ln

pD0

Vp T�. Then we obtain the full de Rham complex:� � �
d
�! S

d
�! S

d
�! � � � . The

cohomology group of the full de Rham complex is given by the full de Rham co-
homology groupH�

dR(X) WD
Ln

pD0 H p(X). Since the complex #B is a subcomplex

of the direct sum of the full de Rham complex, we have the mappk
B

from the co-
homology groupsH k(#B) of the complex #B to the direct sum of the full de Rham
cohomology groups

Ll H�

dR(X). We say aB(V)-structure8 is a topological structure
if the map pk

B
is injective forkD 1,2 (Definition 3.2.3). Our criterion for unobstructed

deformations and the local Torelli type theorem is shown in Theorem 3.2.5:
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Theorem 3.2.5. Let B(V) be an elliptic orbit and8 a B(V)-structure on a com-
pact manifold X of dimension n. If8 is a topological structure, then8 is unobstructed
and there exists a neighborhood U of8 in the moduli spaceMB(X) such that the re-
striction of the period map PBjUW U !

Ll H�

dR(X) is injective. Further, if an orbit B(V)

is an elliptic and topological orbit on X, the period map PB W MB(X)!
Ll H�

dR(X) is
locally injective at each point, that is, the local Torelli theorem holds.

In Section 4 we apply our approach to generalized Calabi–Yaustructures and gen-
eralized SU(n)-structures. A generalized Calabi–Yau structure� gives rise to a gener-
alized complex structureJ

�

, where d-closeness of� implies the integrability of the
structureJ

�

. Deformations of generalized complex structures were discussed from the
viewpoint of the Dirac structure and the Courant algebroid [11], [23]. The relations
of deformations of generalized complex structuresJ

�

and deformations of generalized
Calabi–Yau structure� is given in Proposition 4.1.8. We can obtain generalized hyper-
Kähler, G2 and Spin(7)-structures as specialB(V)-structures [10]. It must be noted that
the generalized exceptional structures (G2 and Spin(7)-structures) are discussed by Witt
[27] from a different point of view. Our approach can be adapted in these interesting
cases. We will discuss the deformation problems of other special structures in a forth-
coming paper.

1. Clifford algebra and spin representation

1.1. The Clifford algebra preliminaries. Let V be ann dimensional real vec-
tor space andV� the dual space ofV . We denote by�(v) by the natural pairing be-
tweenv 2 V and � 2 V�. Then there is a symmetric bilinear formh , i on the direct
sum V � V� which is defined by

(1.1.1) hE1, E2i D
1

2
�1(v2)C

1

2
�2(v1),

where Ei D vi C �i 2 V � V� for i D 1, 2. We denote by
Nk(V � V�) the tensor

product of k-copies of V � V�. Then the tensor algebra
N

(V � V�) of V � V� is
given by

(1.1.2)
O

(V � V�) WD
1

X

iD0

k
O

(V � V�),

where
N0(V �V�) D R. We defineI to be the two-sided ideal in

N

(V �V�) gener-
ated by all elements of the formE
E�kEk21 for E 2 V�V�, wherekEk2D hE,Ei.
Then the Clifford algebra CL(V � V�) is defined to be the quotient algebra:

(1.1.3) CL(V � V�) D
O

(V � V�)=I.
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The tensor product yields the product of the Clifford algebra which is called the Clifford
product. We denoted by� � � the Clifford product of� and� for �, � 2 CL(V � V�).
Then it turns out that the following relation holds

(1.1.4) E � F C F � E D 2hE, Fi1, E, F 2 V � V�.

Since the idealI is generated by tensors of degree 2, the Clifford algebra CL(V�V�)
is decomposed into the even part and the odd part:

(1.1.5) CL(V � V�) D CLeven
� CLodd,

where CLeven
D

P

1

iD0

N2i (V � V�)=I and CLodd
D

P

1

iD0

N2iC1(V � V�)=I. There
are two involutions of CL(V � V�). The first one is the parity involution which is
defined by

(1.1.6) Q� WD

�

C�, (� 2 CLeven),
��, (� 2 CLodd),

for � 2 CL(V � V�). If we reverse the order in a simple product� D E1 � E2 � � � Ek 2

CL(V�V�) of E1,: : : , Ek 2 V�V�, we obtain the second involution� of CL(V�V�):

(1.1.7) � (�) D Ek � � � E2 � E1.

Since there is the natural isomorphism between the skew-symmetric tensors
V

�(V �
V�) and CL(V � V�) asR-module, there is the metrich , i on CL(V � V�) which is
written as

(1.1.8) h�, �i D h1, � (�)�i,

for �, � 2 CL(V � V�) (cf. [13]). The Clifford normh�, �i of � is given by

(1.1.9) h�, �i D h1, � (�)�i.

Let
Vp V� be the space of skew-symmetric tensor of degreep and S the direct sum

of the spaces of skew-symmetric tensors:

(1.1.10) S WD
1

M

pD0

p̂

V�.

Then E D v C � 2 V � V� acts onS by the interior and the exterior product:

(1.1.11) E � � D i
v

� C � ^ �.
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Since we have the identity:

(1.1.12) E � (E � �) D i
v

(� ^ �)C � ^ (i
v

�) D kEk2�,

we have the action of CL(V � V�) on S which is called the spin representation. Let
CL(V � V�)� be the group which consists of invertible elements of CL(V � V�). For
eachg 2 CL(V�V�)�, the twisted adjointfAdgW CL(V�V�)! CL(V�V�) is given by

(1.1.13) fAdg(�) WD Qg�1
�g,

where� 2 CL(V�V�) and Qg is the parity involution ofg as in (1.1.6), (cf. [21]). The
imagefAdg(V � V�) is not contained inV � V� for a generalg 2 CL(V � V�)�. The
Clifford group Gcl (D Gcl(V � V�)) is a subgroup of CL(V � V�)� defined by

(1.1.14) Gcl WD {g 2 CL(V � V�)� j fAdg(V � V�) � V � V�}.

SincefAdg is an orthogonal endmorphism ofV�V�, we have the short exact sequence:

(1.1.15) 1! R

�

! Gcl

fAd
�! O(V � V�)! id.

Since every elementg of the Clifford group Gcl is written as a simple productE1 � � � � �

Ek for E1, : : : , Ek 2 V � V�, it follows that the Clifford norm ofg 2 Gcl is given by
� (g) � g. We define the pin group Pin(V � V�) by

(1.1.16) Pin(V � V�) D {g 2 Gcl j � (g) � g D �1},

and the spin group Spin(V � V�) is defined by

(1.1.17) Spin(V � V�) WD Pin(V � V�) \ CLeven.

Then we also have the short exact sequence using the adjoint map:

(1.1.18) 1! Z2! Spin(V � V�)
Ad
�! SO(V � V�)! id.

We denote by Spin0 the identity component of Spin(V � V�). Then Spin0 is given by

(1.1.19) Spin0 D {g 2 Spin(V � V�) j � (g) � g D 1}.

1.2. Spin representation. The Lie algebra so(V�V�) of the Lie group SO(V�
V�) is decomposed into three parts:

(1.2.1) so(V � V�) D End(V)�
2̂

V �
2̂

V�.
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In fact eacha 2 so(V � V�) gives the endmorphism ofV � V� which is written as

�

A �

b �A�

�

with A 2 End(V), b 2
V2 V�, � 2

V2 V and A� 2 End(V�) is defined byA�(�)(v) D
�(Av) for v 2 V and� 2 V�, where a 2-formb is regarded as the homomorphism from
V to V� and a 2-vector� is also considered as the one fromV� to V . We denote by
q the embedding of GL(V) into SO(V � V�),

(1.2.2) q W GL(V)! SO(V � V�),

which is given by

(1.2.3) q(g) D

�

g 0
0 (g�)�1

�

,

whereg 2 GL(V). Let AdW Spin(V�V�)! SO(V�V�) be the adjoint map as in Sec-
tion 1.1. Since the kernel of the map Ad isZ2, the inverse image Ad�1(q(g)) consists
of two elementsgcl and�gcl, whereq(g) D Ad(gcl) D Ad(�gcl).

REMARK The exponentialeb
D 1C bC (1=2!)b2

C � � � gives an element of Spin0

for b 2
V2 V� which gives the action of theb-filed. The exponentiale� D 1C � C

(1=2!)�2
C � � � is also an element of Spin0 for � 2

V2 V .

Since Spin(V�V�) is the subgroup of CL(V�V�), the representation onSD
V

�V�

of the Clifford algebra CL(V � V�) yields the representation�spin of Spin(V � V�),

(1.2.4) �spinW Spin(V � V�)! GL(S).

We also denote by��GL the linear representation of GL(V) on SD
V

� V�.

Lemma 1.2.1. Let gcl be an element ofSpin(V � V�) such that q(g) D Ad(gcl)
for g 2 GL(V). Then we have

(1.2.5) �spin(gcl) D �jdetgj1=2(��GL(g))�1,

where jdetgj1=2 denotes the positive square root of the absolute value of thedetermi-
nant of g.

Proof. We decompose GL(V) into the positive symmetric part and the orthogonal
group with respect to a positive-definite metricgV on V (the Cartan decomposition).
Thus g 2 GL(V) is uniquely written asgD hk whereh is positive symmetric andk is
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orthogonal. Then there is a unique symmetric endmorphismA such thateA
D h and A

is described asAD
P

i , j Ai
j ei 
 �

j , where{ei }
n
iD1 is an orthogonal basis and{� j }n

jD1

denotes the dual basis. We defineAcl 2
V2(V � V�) � CL by

Acl D
1

2

X

i , j

Ai
j (ei � �

j
� �

j
� ei ).

Then eAcl
2 Spin(V � V�) satisfies Ad(eAcl ) D q(eA) D q(h) and we have the equation:

(1.2.6) �spin(e
Acl) D jdeteA

j

1=2(��GL(eA))�1.

The orthogonal elementk is decomposed into a finite product of reflections, that is,

k D Ru1 Æ � � � Æ Rur ,

where Rui is the reflection with respect toui 2 V which is given by Rui (ui ) D �ui

and Rui (v) D v for all v 2 V with gV (ui , v) D 0. We denote by�ui the dual 1-form
of ui with respect to the metricgV for i D 1, : : : , r . Then it turns out that (ui �

�ui ) � (ui C �ui ) 2 Spin(V � V�) gives Ad((ui � �ui ) � (ui C �ui )) D q(Rui ) and we have
(ui � �ui ) � (ui C �ui ) � � D R�

ui
� for � 2

V

� V�. We definekcl by

(1.2.7) kcl D

r
Y

iD1

(ui � �ui ) � (ui C �ui ).

Then it follows thatkcl 2 Spin(V�V�) satisfies Ad(kcl)D q(k) and we have the equation:

(1.2.8) �spin(kcl) D jdetkj1=2(��GL(k))�1.

(Note that jdetkj D j(�1)r j D 1.) We definegcl by eAcl
� kcl. Then it follows that

Ad(gcl) D Ad(eAcl) Æ Ad(kcl) D q(h)q(k) D q(hk) D q(g). We also have

�spin(gcl) D �spin(e
Acl) Æ �spin(kcl)

D jdeteA
j

1=2(��GL(eA))�1
Æ (��GL(k))�1

D jdetgj1=2(��GL(g))�1.

Then we also have�spin(�gcl) D �jdetgj1=2(��GL(g))�1. Hence we obtain the result.

A lift of the map q is a mapp W GL(V)! Spin(V � V�) such that AdÆp D q:

Spin(V � V�)

Ad
K

GL(V)

p K

q KSO(V � V�).
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The composition�spinÆ p gives rise to the representation of GL(V) on S. The following
lemma implies that there is the canonical liftp of the mapq:

Lemma 1.2.2. There is the lift pW GL(V)! Spin(V � V�) such that the repre-
sentation�spin Æ p is given by

(1.2.9) �spin Æ p(g) D jdetgj1=2(��GL(g))�1.

Proof. From Lemma 1.2.1, it suffices to determine the sign of�spin Æ p(g). The
inverse image Ad�1(q(g)) is {gcl, �gcl}. If gcl satisfies�spin(gcl) D jdetgj1=2(��GL(g))�1,
we definep(g) to be gcl. Otherwise, we choose�gcl. Thus we can choosep(g) which
satisfies the equation (1.2.9).

REMARK 1.2.3. There is the another liftOp W GL(V) ! Spin(V � V�) with
Ad Æ Op D q which satisfies

�spin Æ p(g) D sgn(detg)jdetgj1=2(��GL(g))�1,

for g 2 GL(V). Note that pjGL0(V) D OpjGL0(V) for the identity component GL0(V).

2. Clifford–Lie operators

2.1. Clifford–Lie operators. We use the same notation as in Section 1. LetX
be a real manifold of dimensionn. Then we consider the direct sumT � T� of the
tangent bundleT D T X and the cotangent bundleT�

D T�X. Let CL(X) D CL(T �
T�) be the Clifford bundle onX:

CL(X) WD
[

x2X

CL(Tx X � T�

x X)! X.

We also define the Clifford group bundle Gcl(X) D Gcl(T � T�) by:

Gcl(X) WD
[

x2X

Gcl(Tx X � T�

x X)! X.

Let � be the natural projection,

� W

O

(T � T�)! CL(X) D
O

(T � T�)=I.

We define CL2i by the image:

CL2i
D �

 

i
M

lD0

2l
O

(T � T�)

!

.
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Then we have the filtration of CLeven:

CL0
� CL2

� CL4
� � � � .

We also define CL2iC1 by the image:

CL2iC1
D �

 

i
M

lD0

2lC1
O

(T � T�)

!

,

which also gives the filtration of CLodd,

CL1
� CL3

� CL5
� � � � .

Let S(X) be the bundle of differential forms
V

� T�X on a manifoldX. By using the
spin representation on each fibre as in Section 1, the bundle of the Clifford algebra
CL(X) acts onS(X). Let LE be the anti-commutator{d, E} D d EC E d for a section
E of the bundleT � T�. (For simplicity, we denote it byE 2 CL1

D T � T�.) For
E D vC � 2 T�T� we haveLE D L

v

C (d�), whereL
v

is the ordinary Lie derivative
and (d�) acts onS(X) by the wedge product. Next we consider a bracket [LE, F ] D
LE F � FLE for E, F 2 T � T�.

Lemma 2.1.1. The bracket[LE, F ] is a section of T� T�.

Proof. When we writeE D v C � , F D w C � 2 T � T�, then we have

[LE, F ] D [L
v

C (d�), w C �]

D [L
v

, w] C [L
v

, �] C [(d�), w] C [(d�), �].

Since [(d�), w] D �i
w

(d�) 2 (T � T�) and [L
v

, w] 2 T � T� is the ordinary bracket
of vector fieldsv andw, we have the result.

In this paper Clifford algebra valued Lie derivatives play an significant role.

DEFINITION 2.1.2 (Clifford–Lie operators). A Clifford–Lie operator of order3
on X is a differential operator acting onS(X) which is locally written as

L D
X

i , j

ai j EiLE j C K ,

on every open setU on X for some Ei 2 CL1(TU � T�U ), ai j
2 C1(U ) and K 2

CL3(TU � T�U ).
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Note that the operatorL acts on a differential form� by L� D
P

i , j ai j Ei �LE j �C

K � � on an open setU , where K � � denotes the spin representation of CL on the
differential form. Let{x1, : : : , xn} be a local coordinates ofX. We denote byvi the
vector field�=�xi and � i

D dxi . Then the exterior derivatived is locally written as

d D
n
X

iD0

�

i
^ L

vi .

Henced is the Clifford–Lie operator of order 3.

Lemma 2.1.3. Let a be a section ofCL2(T � T�) which acts on S(X) by the
spin representation. If L is a Clifford–Lie operator of order 3 then the commutator
[L , a] is also a Clifford–Lie operator of order3.

Proof. Let f be a function onX and E D v C � a section ofT � T�. Since
we have

LE( f a) D (LE f )aC f LEa,

whereLE f D L
v

f 2 C1(X). We have the following equality on an open setU on X:

[L , f a] D L( f a) � f aL

D

X

i j

ai j EiLE j ( f a) � f aLC K ( f a)

D

X

i j

ai j Ei (LE j f )aC f [L , a].

Since Ei (LE j f )a 2 CL3(T � T�), it is sufficient to show the lemma in the casea D
F1F2 for Fi 2 T � T� (i D 1, 2). The bracket [LE, F1F2] is given by

[LE, F1F2] D LE(F1F2) � F1F2LE

D [LE, F1]F2C F1LE F2 � F1F2LE

D [LE, F1]F2C F1[LE, F2].

Hence it follows from Lemma 2.1.1 that [LE, F1F2] 2 CL2. The bracket [E1LE2, F1F2]
is given by

[E1LE2, F1F2] D E1LE2 F1F2 � F1F2E1LE2

D E1[LE2, F1F2] C E1F1F2LE2 � F1F2E1LE2

D [E1, F1F2]LE2 C E1[LE2, F1F2].
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Since [E1, F1F2] D 2hE1, F1iF2 � 2hE1, F2iF1 2 CL1
D (T � T�), it follows that the

bracket [E1LE2, F1F1] is a Clifford–Lie operator of order 3. Since [K , F1F2] 2 CL3

for K 2 CL3, the result follows from the equation:

[L , F1F2] D

"

X

i j

ai j EiLE j , F1F2

#

C [K , F1F2]

D

X

i j

ai j [EiLE j , F1F2] C [K , F1F2].

Lemma 2.1.4. The commutator[d, a] is a Clifford–Lie operator of order3.

Proof. Sinced is a Clifford–Lie operator of order 3, the result follows from
Lemma 2.1.3. We shall give the following direct proof. We have [d, f a] D d f a �
f adD (d f )aC f [d, a] for a function f . Hence it is sufficient to show the lemma in
the caseaD E1E2, whereEi 2 T�T� (i D 1, 2). Then the bracket [d,a] is written as

[d, a] D d E1E2 � E1E2d

D LE1 E2 � E1d E2 � E1E2d

D LE1 E2 � E1LE2

D E2LE1 � E1LE2 C [LE1, E2].

Hence the result follows from [LE1, E2] 2 CL1
� CL3.

Proposition 2.1.5. For a1,a2 2 CL2(T�T�), [[d,a1],a2] is a Clifford–Lie operator
of order 3. Further we denote byAda L the commutator[L , a]. Then the composition
Ada1(Ada2( � � � Adan d) � � � ) is a Clifford–Lie operator of order3 for a1, : : : , an 2 CL2.

Proof. The result follows form Lemma 2.1.3 and Lemma 2.1.4.

REMARK 2.1.6. In the case ofa1,a2 2 End(T X), the bracket [[d,a1], a2] is given
in terms of the Nijenhuis tensor ofa1 and a2. In the casea1, a2 2

V2 T , the bracket
[[d, a1], a2] is the Schouten bracket. In general the bracket [[d, a1], a2] is not a tensor
but a Clifford–Lie operator of order 3.

Let a be a section of CL2 and L an operator acting onS(X). We successively
define an operator (Ada)l L acting onS(X) by

(Ada)l L D [(Ada)l�1L , a].
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We also define a formal power series (exp(Ada))L by

(exp(Ada))L D
1

X

lD0

1

l !
(Ada)l L

D dC [L , a] C
1

2!
[[ L , a], a] C � � � .

Lemma 2.1.7. The power series(exp(Ada))L is given by

(exp(Ada))L D e�a
Æ L Æ ea.

Proof. It follows from definition of (Ada)l L that

(Ada)l L D
l
X

mD0

(�1)ml !

m! (l �m)!
amLal�m.

Then by a combinatorial calculation we have

Lak
D

k
X

lD0

k!

l ! (k � l )!
ak�l (Ada)l L.

Then we have

Lea
D ea

�

L C (Ada)L C
1

2!
(Ada)2L C

1

3!
(Ada)3L C � � �

�

D ea(exp(Ada))L.

Hence the result follows.

Proposition 2.1.8. If L is a Clifford–Lie operator of order3 and a2 CL2, then
e�a
Æ L Æ ea

D (exp(Ada))L is also a Clifford–Lie operator of order3. In particular
(exp(Ada))d is a Clifford–Lie operator of order3.

Proof. The result follows from Proposition 2.1.5 and Lemma 2.1.7.

3. Deformations of generalized geometric structures

3.1. Generalized geometric structures (B(V)-structures). Let V be ann di-
mensional real vector space andV� the dual space ofV . As in Section 1 the space
of the skew-symmetric tensors SWD

V

� V� is regarded as the spin representation of
CL (D CL(V � V�)), which induces the representation of the Clifford group Gcl (D
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Gcl(V � V�)). We consider the direct sum of the spin representations onwhich
Gcl(V � V�) acts diagonally:

l
M

S WD

l times
� �� �

 

�

^

V�

� � � � �

�

^

V�

!

.

Let 8V D (�1, : : : , �l ) be an element of the direct sum
Ll S. Then we have the orbit

B(V) of Gcl(V � V�) through8V :

B(V) WD {g �8V j g 2 Gcl(V � V�)}.

From now on we fix an orbitB(V). We also denote byA(V) the orbit of GL(V)
through8V .

As in Lemma 1.2.2 in Section 1, we have the liftpW GL(V)! Spin(V�V�) which
satisfies AdÆp D q and (1.2.9). Thus we have,

�spin Æ p(g) D jdetgj1=2(��GL(g))�1, for g 2 GL(V).

Since the action on
Ll S is diagonal, we have

(jdetgj�1=2 p(g)) �8V D (��GL(V)(g))�1
8V ,

for 8V 2
Ll S. Since the Clifford group is the extension of pin by theR�, it follows

that jdetgj�1=2 p(g) 2 Gcl. It implies that the GL(V)-orbit A(V) is embedded into the
Gcl(V � V�)-orbit B(V):

(3.1.1) A(V) ,! B(V).

The inclusion (3.1.1) shows that the group Gcl is suitable for our construction, rather
than spin group. LetX be a compact manifold of dimensionn. As in Section 2 we
have the Clifford bundle CL(X) and the Clifford group bundle Gcl(X) on X. For an
identification h W V ! Tx X for each x 2 X, we define the setB(Tx X) by B(Tx X) D
h
�

(B(V)) 2
Ll V� T�

x X. It follows from (3.1.1) that the orbitB(Tx X) does not de-
pend on a choice of an identificationh and thusB(Tx X) is canonically defined as the
submanifold of the direct sum of forms

Ll V� T�

x X, which is in fact a homogeneous
space. Hence we have the fibre bundleB(X)! X:

B(X) WD
[

x2X

B(Tx X)! X.

Let H be the isotropy group of the action of Gcl(V � V�) at 8V :

H WD {g 2 Gcl(V � V�) j g �8V D 8V }.
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ThenB(X) is the fibre bundle with fibre Gcl(V � V�)=H andB(X) is embedded into
the direct sum of differential forms

Ll V� T�X. We denote byEB(X) the set of C1-
sections of the fibre bundleB(X):

EB(X) WD C1(X, B(X)).

Each section8 2 EB(X) consists ofl differential forms on which the exterior derivative
d acts. Let QMB(X) be the set ofd-closed sections ofB(X):

QMB(X) WD {8 2 EB(X) j d8 D 0}.

DEFINITION 3.1.1. A generalized geometric structure on X associated with the
orbit B(V) is a d-closed section8 2 QMB(X). For simplicity, we call ad-closed section
8 a B(V)-structure onX.

The diffeomorphism group Diff(X) naturally acts onQMB(X) by the pull back, since
GL(V)-orbit A(V) is a subset of the Clifford group orbitB(V). We denote by Diff0(X)
the identity component of Diff(X). Since the exponentialed is a section of the bundle
Spin0(X) for a 1-form  , we have the action ofed on B(V)-structures QMB(X),

8 7! ed
^8, ( 2 T�X).

Let eDiff 0(X) be the group generated by the composition of the action of Diff0(X) and
d-exact 2-forms:

eDiff 0(X) WD {ed
^ f � j  2 T�, f 2 Diff 0(X)}.

Here the groupeDiff 0(X) is regarded as a subgroup of the automorphisms of the bundle
Spin0(X):

Spin0(X) K

K

Spin0(X)

K

X K X.

Hence the groupeDiff 0(X) is an extension of Diff0(X) by d-exact 2-formsd
�

V1 T�

�

:

0! d

 

1̂

T�

!

!

eDiff 0(X)! Diff 0(X)! 0.

DEFINITION 3.1.2. A moduli spaceMB(X) of B(V)-structures on Xis the quo-

tient space of QMB(X) by the action ofeDiff 0(X):

MB(X) WD QMB(X)=eDiff 0(X).
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We denote byF the direct sum
Ll V� T�X of the bundle of differential forms.

By using a Riemannian metric onX, we define the Sobolev spaceL2
s(X, F) consisting

of square integrable section ofF up to orders, where we takes sufficiently large. We
also defineCl (X, F) by sections ofF of classCl for s> lCn=2. Then it follows from
the Sobolev embedding theorem thatL2

s(X, F) � Cl (X, F). Since QMB(X) is a subset of

L2
s(X, F), we have a completionQMs

B
(X) of QMB(X) with respect to the Sobolev norm

k kL2
s
. We also have a completion DiffsC1(X) of Diff( X) and a completioneDiff( X)s of

eDiff( X) (cf. [4], Section 3 in [6].)

3.2. Main theorems (deformations ofB(V)-structures). Let B(V) be the fixed
orbit of the action of the Clifford group Gcl(V �V�) as in Section 3.1 and8 a B(V)-
structure on a manifoldX. In order to consider deformations ofB(V)-structures of8,
we introduce a deformation complex of theB(V)-structure8. As in Section 2 there
are the filtration of the even Clifford bundle CLeven and the one of the odd Clifford
bundle CLodd:

CL0
� CL2

� CL4
� � � � ,

CL1
� CL3

� CL5
� � � � .

Then the action of CLk on 8 gives vector bundlesEk�1(X) on X:

Ek�1(X) WD CLk
�8,

which also carry the corresponding filtrations:

E�1(X) � E1(X) � E3(X) � � � � ,

E0(X) � E2(X) � E4(X) � � � � .

(Note that we shift the degree of vector bundles.) The vectorbundle E�1(X) is the
line bundle generated by8. The vector bundleE0(X) is generated byE � 8 for all
E 2 T�T� over C1(X) andE1(X) is generated byE1 �E2 �8 for all E1, E2 2 T�T�.
Each Ek(X) is a subbundle of the direct sum of the bundle of differential forms on
which the exterior derivatived diagonally acts.

Proposition 3.2.1. There is a differential complex#B,8 for each8 2 QMB(X),

0! E�1(X)
d
�1
��! E0(X)

d0
�! E1(X)

d1
�! E2(X)

d2
�! � � � ,(#B,8)

where dk is given by the restriction djEk(X). The cohomology groups of the complex

#B,8 is denoted byHk(#B,8),

H k(#B,8) WD
kerdk W 0(Ek(X))! 0(EkC1(X))

imdk�1 W 0(Ek�1(X))! 0(Ek(X))
.
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Then the first cohomology group H1(#B,8) is regarded as the infinitesimal tangent space
of deformations of theB(V)-structure8, where0(Ek(X)) denotes smooth global sec-
tions of the bundleEk(X).

(For simplicity, the complex #B,8 is often denoted by #B and the cohomology
group H k(#B,8) is also written asH k(#B).)

Proof. A section ofE�1(X) is written as f8 for a function f . Henced( f8) D
d f ^8 and we see that the imaged(E�1(X)) is included inE0(X). We denote byLF

the anti-commutatord F C Fd acting on forms whereF 2 T � T�. When we write
F D v C � for v 2 T and � 2 T�, the anti-commutatorLF is given by

LF D L
v

C (d�) ^,

whereL
v

denotes the Lie derivative. Then we have

LF ( f8) D L
v

( f8)C (d�) ^ ( f8)

D (L
v

f )8C f L
v

8C f (d�) ^8,

whereL
v

f 2 C1(X). Since GL(T X) is the subbundle of Gcl(X), diffeomorphisms of
X act onEB(X). Hence we have

L
v

8 2 T
8

EB(X).

A subset Gcl0(X) with the identity of Gcl(X) is given by the exponential of CL2,

Gcl0(X) D {ea
j a 2 CL2}.

Since the tangent spaceT
8

EB(X) is generated by the action of Gcl0(T � T�), we have

T
8

EB(X) � CL2
�8 D E1(X).

Hence we have

L
v

8 2 E1(X).

Then it follows thatLF (E�1(X)) � E1(X). We also have

d(F �8) D LF8 � Fd8 D LF8.

Hence we haved(E0(X)) � E1(X). For F1, F2 2 T � T� we have

LF1(F2 �8) D [LF1, F2]8C F2 � LF18.

It follows from Lemma 2.1.1 that [LF1, F2] 2 T � T�. Hence fromLF18 2 E1(X) we
haveLF (E0(X)) � E2(X). We shall show thatdEk(X) � EkC1(X) by induction onk.
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We assume thatdEk�2(X) � Ek�1(X) and LF (Ek�2(X)) � Ek(X) for somek � 1 and
for all F 2 T � T�. Then for F1, F2 2 T � T� and s 2 Ek�2(X) we have

d(F1 � F2 � s) D LF1(F2 � s) � F1 � d F2 � s

D [LF1, F2] � sC F2 � LF1s

� F1 � LF2sC F1 � F2 � ds.

It follows from our assumption (ds 2 Ek�1(X) and LFs 2 Ek(X)) that d(F1 � F2 � s) 2
EkC1(X) since [LF1, F2] � s 2 Ek�1(X) � EkC1(X). Henced(Ek(X)) � EkC1(X). For
F3 2 T � T� we also have

LF3(F1 � F2 � s) D [LF3, F2] � F1 � sC F2 � LF3(F1 � s)

D [LF3, F2] � F1 � sC F2 � [LF3, F1] � s

C F2 � F1 � LF3s.

Hence it follows from our assumptionLFs 2 Ek(X) that LF3(F1 � F2 � s) 2 EkC2(X).
HenceLF (Ek(X)) � EkC2(X). We have already shown that our assumption holds for
k D 1, 2. Therefore we havedEk(X) � EkC1(X) for all k by induction. The tangent

space of the orbit ofeDiff 0(X) is given by the Lie derivativeL
v

8 and d ^ 8 for
v 2 T and  2 T�. Hence it follows that the imaged(0(E0(X)) is the tangent space

of eDiff 0(X). As we see, the tangent space ofEB(X) is global sections ofE1(X). Hence
the infinitesimal tangent space of deformations of8 is given by the first cohomology
group H1(#B).

The direct sum
Ll S (D

Ll V� T�) is invariant under the action of the exterior
derivatived which yields the direct sum of the full de Rham complex. Then the com-
plex #B,8 is the subcomplex of the direct sum of the full de Rham complex

Ll SD
Ll V� T�,

0 KE�1(X)
d
�1

K

K

E0(X)

K

d0
KE1(X)

K

d1
KE2(X)

K

K � � � ,

� � � K

Ll V� T�

d
K

Ll V� T�

d
K

Ll V� T�

d
K

Ll V� T�

K � � � .

We denote by
Ll H�

dR(X) (D
Ll Ldim X

pD0 H p(X,R)) the direct sum of the full de Rham

cohomology group. Then we have the mappk
B,8:

pk
B,8 W H k(#B,8)!

l
M

H�

dR(X).
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Since the action ofeDiff 0(X) on QMB(X) preserves the de Rham cohomology class [8] D
([�1], : : : , [�l ]) of a B(V)-structure8 D (�1, : : : , �l ), we have the mapPB:

PB W MB(X)!
l
M

H�

dR(X).

The mapPB is called the period map.

DEFINITION 3.2.2. An orbitB(V) is elliptic if the differential complex #B is ex-
act in degreek D 1, 2, that is, the symbol complex of the differential complex#B is
exact in degreek D 1, 2.

DEFINITION 3.2.3. LetB(V) be an orbit of Gcl(V�V�) as before andX a com-
pact manifold of dimensionn. A B(V)-structure8 on X is a topological structureif
the mapspk

B,8 W H k(#B,8)!
Ll H�

dR(X) are injective fork D 1, 2. An orbitB(V) is a
topological orbit on X if every B(V)-structure onX is a topological structure.

Clearly the elliptic condition depends only on the choice ofan orbitB(V). How-
ever the topological condition relies on the choice of aB(V)-structure8 on X.

DEFINITION 3.2.4. A B(V)-structure8 on X is unobstructedif for each repre-
sentative� of the infinitesimal tangent space H1(#B), there exists a smooth one param-
eter family of deformations8t 2

QMB(X) with 80 D 8 such that

d

dt
8t jtD0 D �,

where jt j < " for sufficiently small constant" > 0.

If 8 is unobstructed, each infinitesimal tangent generates actual deformations and
the space of deformations of8 is locally given by an open set ofH1(#B). From the
viewpoint as in [6], we have the following criterion for unobstructed deformations of
B(V)-structures and the local Torelli-type theorem:

Theorem 3.2.5. Let B(V) be an elliptic orbit and8 a B(V)-structure on a com-
pact manifold X of dimension n. If8 is a topological structure, then8 is unobstructed
and there exists a neighborhood U of8 in the moduli spaceMB(X) such that the re-
striction of the period map PBjUW U !

Ll H�

dR(X) is injective. Further, if an orbit B(V)

is an elliptic and topological orbit on X, the period map PB W MB(X)!
Ll H�

dR(X) is
locally injective at each point, that is, the local Torelli theorem holds.

Theorem 3.2.5 is reduced to the following Theorems 3.2.6 and3.2.7.
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Theorem 3.2.6. Let 8 be aB(V)-structure on a compact manifold X of dimen-
sion n as inTheorem 3.2.5. If 8 is a topological structure, then there exists a neigh-
borhood U of8 in the moduli spaceMB(X) such that the restriction of the period
map PBjU W U !

Ll H�

dR(X) is injective.

(Note that Theorem 3.2.6 is regarded as a generalization of the Moser’s stability
theorem for symplectic structures and volume forms.)

Theorem 3.2.7. Let 8 be a B(V)-structure as inTheorem 3.2.5. If p2
B,8 is in-

jective, then8 is unobstructed.

The proof of Theorem 3.2.7 is given in the next Section 3.3. The rest of this sec-
tion is devoted to proof of Theorem 3.2.6.

Let QU be a neighborhood of8 in QMB(X). For 9 2 QU , we have vector bun-
dles Ek

9

D CLkC1
� 9 and the differential complex #B,9 D (E�

9

, d) which gives the

cohomology groupsH k(#B,9) and the mapspk
B,9 W H k(#B,9)!

Ll H�

dR(X).
In order to obtain Theorem 3.2.6, we shall show the followinglemma:

Lemma 3.2.8. Let {8n}
1

nD1 be a sequence ofB(V)-structures which converges to
a B(V) structure8, that is,

lim
n!1

8n D 8 2
QMB(X),

where we use the Sobolev normk kL2
s
. We denote byEk

n(X) the vector bundleCLkC1
�

8n and by #B,n the deformation complex{E�

n} with cohomology groups Hk(#B,n). If
the map pk

B,n W H k(#B,n)! H�

dR(X) is not injective for all n, then the map pk
B,8 is not

injective also, where kD 1, 2.

Lemma 3.2.8 shows that the injectivity of the mappk
B

is an open condition, that

is, if pk
B,8 is injective for8 2 QMB(X), then there exists an neighborhoodQU of 8 such

that pk
B,9 is also injective for all9 2 QU .

Proof of Lemma 3.2.8. We take a Riemannian metric on the manifold X. Then
we have the Laplacian4n,k D d�k dk C dk�1d�k�1 defined by the complex{E�

n} acting
on sections ofEk

n(X). We denote byHk(#B,n) the kernel of the Laplacian4n,k. Since
the complex #B,n is elliptic in degreek D 1, 2, the cohomology groupH k(#B,n) is iso-

morphic toHk(#B,n). We also have the ordinary Laplacian4 which acts on
Ll S and

we denote by5 the L2-projection to the harmonic forms with respect to4. If pk
B,n is

not injective, we havean 2 CLkC1 such thatan �8n is a non-zero element ofHk(#B,n)
satisfying5(an � 8n) D 0. For each8n we can take a sectiongn of the fibre bundle
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Gcl(X) such thatgn � 8n D 8 and gn ! id as n!1. By the left multiplicationLgn

of gn, we identify Ek
n(X) with Ek(X) D CLkC1(X) �8,

Lgn W E
k
n(X)! Ek(X),

an �8n 7! gn � an �8n D (Adgn an) �8.

Then the elliptic operatorQ4B,n on E1(X) is defined by

Q

4B,n D Lgn4B,nL�1
gn

.

We put bn D Adgn an. Then we have

Q

4B,nbn �8 D Lg4B,n(an �8n) D 0.

We takean such that the Sobolev norm ofbn �8 is normalized,

kbn �8kL2
4
D 1.

Then from Rellich lemma there exists a subsequence{bm � 8}m which converges to
b � 8 2 E1(X) with respect to the normL2

2. Since Q4B,mbm � 8 D 0, using the elliptic
estimate, we have,

kbm �8kL2
4
� C1kbm �8kL1

� C2kbm �8kL2
2
,

whereCi ¤ 0 does not depend onm for i D 1, 2. Hence we have the bound,

0¤ C3 � kb �8kL2
2
.

The family of elliptic operator{ Q4B,m}m also converges to the operator4B,8 as m!
1, where4B,8 denotes the Laplacian of the complex #B,8 acting onEk.

Hence we have

4B(b �8) D 0.

Since gm! 1 (m!1), the sequence{am �8m} D {g�1
m � bm �8}m converges tob �8

(n!1). Hence it follows from5(am �8m) D 0 that

5(b �8) D 0.

Henceb �8 ¤ 0 is an element of kerp1
B,8 and we have the result.

We shall show that the dimensionH1(#B,9) is constant for all9 in a sufficiently
small QU :
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Proposition 3.2.9. Let 8 be a B(V)-structure on a compact manifold X for an
elliptic orbit B(V). If 8 is a topological structure, then there exists a neighborhoodQU
of 8 in QMB(X) such thatdim H1(#B,9) D dim H1(#B,8), for all 9 2 QU.

Proof. Taking the quotientQk
9

D

Ll S=Ek
9

, we obtain the quotient complex
{(Q

9

, dQ)} and the short exact sequence:

0! E�

9

!

l
M

S! Q�

9

! 0.

SinceE�

9

and
Ll S are elliptic, it follows that the quotient complexQ�

9

is also elliptic.
(This follows from the long exact sequence of the symbol complexes.) Then we have
the long exact sequence,

� � � ! H1(#B,9)
p1
B,9
���!

l
M

H�

dR(X)! H1(Q�

9

)! H2(#B,9)
p2
B,9
���!

l
M

H�

dR(X)! � � � .

It follows from Lemma 3.2.8 that the mapsp1
B,9 and p2

B,9 are injective for all9 2 QU .
Thus we have the exact sequence,

0! H1(#B,9)
p1
B,9
���!

l
M

H�

dR(X)! H1(Q�

9

)! 0.

Then we have

dim
l
M

H�

dR(X) D dim H1(#B,9)C dim H1(Q�

9

).

Since dimH1(#B,9) and dimH1(Q�

9

) are upper semi-continuous in9 (see [17]) and
dim H�

dR(X) is invariant, it follows that dimH1(#B,9) D dim H1(#B,8) for all 9 in a

sufficiently small neighborhoodQU of 8.

Proof of Theorem 3.2.6. LetQU be a neighborhood of8 such that for every9 2
QU , the map p1

B,9 is injective and dimH1(#B,9) D dim H1(#B,8) holds. Let {8t} be

a smooth family ofB(V)-structures in the neighborhoodQU parametrized byt 2 [0, 1].
We assume that thed-closed form8t belongs to the same de Rham cohomology class
as80 for all t , that is, there existsAt such that

(3.2.1) 8t �80 D d At .

Since the groupeDiff 0(X) is generated by the action of Diff0(X) and the action of
d-exactb-fields, Theorem 3.2.6 is reduced to the following proposition:
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Proposition 3.2.10. Let 8t be as in the proof ofTheorem 3.2.6. Then there exist
a smooth family of diffeomorphisms{ ft} and a smooth family of d-exact2-forms{dt}

such that

(3.2.2) edt
^ f �t 8t D 80, for all t 2 [0, 1].

Proof. By differentiating the equation (3.2.2), we have

(3.2.3)
d

dt
(edt
^ f �t 8t ) D 0, 8t 2 [0, 1],

which is equivalent to

(3.2.4) edt
^ d Pt ^ f �t 8t C edt

^

Pf �t 8t C edt
^ f �t P8t D 0.

By the left action of (f �1
t )�(e�dt ), we have

( f �1
t )�(d Pt ^ f �t 8t )C ( f �1

t )� Pf �t 8t C P8t D 0.

We set (f �1
t )� Pt D Qt . Since (f �1

t )� Pf �t 8t is given as the Lie derivativeL
vt8t for a

vector fieldvt , it follows from (3.2.1) that

(3.2.5) (d Qt ) ^8t C L
vt8t C d PAt D 0.

Since8t is d-closed, we have

(3.2.6) L
vt8 D di

vt8t .

We substitute (3.2.6) in (3.2.5) and we have

(3.2.7) (d Qt ) ^8t C di
vt8t D d( Qt C vt ) �8t D �d PAt ,

where (vt C Qt ) 2 T � T� acts on8t by the Clifford multiplication. We denote by
Ek

t (X) the vector bundle CLkC1
�8t and #B,t the complex{E�

t (X)}. Then (Qt C vt ) �8t

is a section ofE0
t (X) and� P8t D �d PAt is a section ofE1

t (X). Hence�d PAt yields the

class�[d PAt ] 2 H1(#B,t ) of the deformation complex #B,t :

E0
t

d0
�! E1

t
d1
�! � � � .

Then we see that the class [�d PAt ] 2 H1(#B,t ) vanishes since the class�[d PAt ] is rep-
resented by thed-exact form and the mapp1

B,t is injective. If we take a metric on the
manifold X, we have the adjoint operatord�k and the Green operatorGt of the com-
plex #B,t . Since dimH1(#B,t ) is a constant, the Green operatorGt depends smoothly
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on the parametert . We define a sectionBt of E0
t (X) by

(3.2.8) Bt D �d�0 Gtd PAt ..

Then from the Hodge theory of the elliptic complex, we have

(3.2.9) d Bt D �d PAt ..

SinceBt is written asEt �8t for Et 2 T�T�, we obtainvtC Qt D Et such that a smooth
family {vt C Qt } satisfies the equation (3.2.7). By solving the equation (f �1

t )� Pf �t 8t D

L
vt8, we have the smooth family{ ft } with f0 D id. We also obtaint solving the equa-

tion ( f �1
t )� Pt D Qt . Hence we have{ ft } and {dt} which satisfy the equation (3.2.2).

3.3. Construction of deformations. This subsection is devoted to proof of The-
orem 3.2.7.

Proof of Theorem 3.2.7. LetX be an n-dimensional, compact manifold with a
B(V)-structure8. We take a Riemannian metric onX. (Note that this metric is in-
dependent of the structure8.) The bundle Gcl(X) D Gcl(T � T�) acts on the fibre
bundleB(X) transitively. Hence every global sectionEB(X) is written asg � 8 for a
sectiong of Gcl(T � T�). The subset Gcl0(T � T�) with the identity of Gcl(T � T�)
is given by

(3.3.1) Gcl0(T � T�) D {ea
j a 2 CL2(T � T�)}.

Hence every deformation of8 in EB(X) is given byea
�8 for a sectiona of CL2(T�

T�). In order to obtain a deformation of8 in QMB(X), we introduce a formal power
series int :

(3.3.2) a(t) D a1t C
1

2!
a2t2
C

1

3!
a3t2
C � � � ,

eachai is a section of CL2(T � T�). We define a formal power seriesg(t) by

(3.3.3) g(t) D exp(a(t)) 2 Gcl0(T � T�)[[ t ]].

The group Gcl0(T � T�) acts on differential forms and we have

(3.3.4)
ea(t)
�8 D 8C a(t) �8C

1

2!
a(t) � a(t) �8C � � �

D 8C (a1 �8)t C
1

2!
((a2C a1 � a1) �8)t2

C � � � .
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The equation that we want to solve is,

dea(t)
�8 D 0.(eq

�

)

At first we take a1 such thatda1 � 8 D 0 as an initial condition. It follows from
Lemma 2.1.7 that we have

(3.3.5) e�a(t)
� d � ea(t)

D exp(Ada(t))d,

where exp(Ada(t))d is the operator acting on differential forms which is definedby the
power series int :

exp(Ada(t))d D dC
1

k!

1

X

kD1

Adk
a(t) d

D dC [d, a(t)] C
1

2!
[[d, a(t)], a(t)] C � � �

D dC [d, a1]t C
1

2!
([d, a2] C [[d, a1], a1])t2

C � � � ,

where Adka(t) d D [Adk�1
a(t) d, a(t)]. Hence the (eq

�

) is equivalent to the equation

(exp(Ada(t))d)8 D 0.(eeq
�

)

Then it follows from Proposition 2.1.5 that exp(Ada(t))d is a Clifford–Lie operator of
order 3 and we have

(3.3.6) (exp(Ada(t))d)8 2 E2(X).

From (3.3.5), we have

(3.3.7) dea(t)
�8 D ea(t)

� (exp(Ada(t))d)8.

We denote by (P(t))[i ] the i -th homogeneous part of a power seriesP(t) in t . Then
from (3.3.7), we have

(3.3.8) (dea(t)
�8)[k] D

X

i , j�0
kDiC j

(ea(t))[i ](exp(Ada(t))d)[ j ]8.

Sinceda1 �8 D 0, we have

(3.3.9) (exp(Ada(t))d)[0] �8 D (exp(Ada(t))d)[1] �8 D 0.

Thus it suffices to determineak satisfying (eeq
�

) by induction onk. We assume that
a1, : : : , ak�1 have been determined so that

(3.3.10) (exp(Ada(t))d)[l ]8 D 0, (l D 0, 1, : : : , k � 1).
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Then it follows from (3.3.8) that

(3.3.11) (dea(t)
�8)[k] D (exp(Ada(t))d)[k]8.

Then form (3.3.6), we see that

(3.3.12) (dea(t)
�8)[k] 2 E2(X).

The k-th part (dea(t)
�8)[k] is written as

(3.3.13) (dea(t)
�8)[k] D

1

k!
dak �8CObk,

where Obk (D Obk(a1, : : : ,ak�1)) is the non-linear term depending only ona1, : : : ,ak�1.
Sincedak �8 2 dE1(X) � E2(X), it follows from (3.3.13) that

(3.3.14) Obk 2 E2(X).

Since Obk is d-exact, we have the cohomology class [Obk] 2 H2(#B). Then we have

Lemma 3.3.1. There exists a section ak satisfying(dea(t)
� 8)[k] D 0 if and only

if the class[Obk] 2 H2(#B) vanishes.

Proof. The equation (dea(t)
�8)[k] D 0 is written as

(3.3.15)
1

k!
dak �8 D �Obk,

where Obk only depends ona1, : : : , ak�1. The L.H.S. of (3.3.15) is an element of the
imagedE1(X) in the complex #B:

� � �

d
�1
��! E0 d0

�! E1 d1
�! E2 d2

�! � � � .

The R.H.S. of (3.3.15) is also ad2-closed element ofE2 which yields the class [Obk] 2
H2(#B). If we haveak satisfying the equation (3.3.15), then the class [Obk] vanishes.
The complex #B is an elliptic complex and we have the Green operatorG#B of the
complex #B. If the class [Obk] vanishes, we can obtainak by using the Green operator:

1

k!
ak �8 D �d�G#B (Obk) 2 E1.

Then ak satisfies the equation (3.3.15).

We call [Obk] the k-th obstruction class. (Note that [Obk] can be defined if the
lower obstruction classes vanish.) Since Obk is d-exact, we have that the class [Obk] 2
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H2(#B) is contained in the kernel of the mapp2
B

. Hence if the mapp2
B
W H2(#B) !

H�

dR(X) is injective then [Obk] vanishes. Hence from (3.3.11), we haveak satisfying
(exp(Ada(t))d)[k]8 D 0. By induction, we have a formal power seriesa(t) which is a
solution of the equation (eeq

�

). The rest is to show the convergence of the power series
a(t). The convergence can be shown essentially by the same method as in [6]. We also
have the smoothness of solutions by the standard elliptic regularity method. Hence the
result follows.

4. Generalized Calabi–Yau and generalized SU(n)-structures

4.1. Generalized Calabi–Yau structures. Let V be a real vector space of di-
mension 2n andJ (V) the set of complex structures onV . We denote by

Vn,0
J V�

C

the
space of complex forms of type (n, 0) with respect toJ 2 J (V). Let P(V) be the set
of pairs consisting of complex structuresJ and a non-zero complex form of type (n,0):

P(V) WD

(

(J, �J) J 2 J (V), 0¤ �J 2

n,0̂

J

V�

C

)

.

Then we have the projection�2 from P(V) to complexn-forms
Vn V�

C

:

�2 W P(V)!
n̂

V�

C

.

DEFINITION 4.1.1. A complexn-form �V on V is an SLn(C)-structureif �V be-
longs to the image�2(P(V)). The set of SLn(C)-structures onV is denoted byASL(V).

Hence each SLn(C)-structure�V is a complex form of type (n, 0) with respect to
a complex structureJ 2 J (V). Conversely for each SLn(C)-structure�V we define a
complex subspace ker�V by

ker�V WD {v 2 V
C

j i
v

�V D 0}.

Then the complexified vector spaceV
C

is decomposed into ker�V and the conjugate
spaceker�V :

(4.1.1) V
C

D ker�V � ker�V .

The decomposition (4.1.1) gives the complex structureJ on V such that�V is the
complex form of type (n, 0) with respect toJ. Then we have the map from the set of
SLn(C)-structures to the set of complex structures:

ASL(V)! J (V).
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An SLn(C)-structure�V is written as�V D �
1
^� � �^ �

n, where{�1, : : : , �n} is a basis
of the space of complex forms of type (1, 0) with respect toJ. Then it follows that
the real linear group GL(V) acts onASL(V) transitively with isotropy group SLn(C)
andASL(V) is the orbit which is described as the homogeneous space:

ASL(V) D GL(V)=SLn(C).

The real Clifford group Gcl(V � V�) acts on
V

� V�


 C by the spin representation
as in Section 1. When we consider complex forms as pairs of real forms, we can ap-
ply the viewpoint in Section 3 and then the Calabi–Yau structures naturally arise as
BSL(V)-structures.

DEFINITION 4.1.2. LetBSL(V) be the orbit of Gcl including SLn(C)-structures
ASL(V),

ASL(V) � BSL(V).

We call an element�V of BSL(V) is a generalized Calabi–Yau structureon V (i.e., non-
degenerate, pure spinor) andBSL(V) the orbit of generalized Calabi–Yau structures,

Let X be a compact manifold of dimension 2n. Then by applying the construction
as in Section 3, we defineBSL(V)-structures onX to be generalized geometric structures
corresponding to the orbitBSL(V). TheBSL(V)-structures coincide with the generalized
Calabi–Yau structures introduced by Hitchin [14] since theset of non-degenerate, pure
spinors ofV � V� forms the orbitBSL(V). We shall apply our deformation theory to
generalized Calabi–Yau structures. ABSL(V)-structure� on X gives the complex #BSL

of vector bundles{Ek
SL} on X:

0! E�1
SL ! E0

SL! E1
SL! E2

SL! � � � .

We denote byH�(#BSL) the cohomology group of the complex #BSL. Let L
�

be the
vector bundle onX which is defined by

L
�

D {E 2 (T � T�)
 C j E � � D 0}.

Then we have a decomposition:

(4.1.2) (T � T�)
 C D L
�

� L
�

,

where L
�

is the conjugate bundle ofL
�

. The decomposition (4.1.2) gives rise to the
generalized complex structureJ

�

which is defined by

J
�

(E) D

�

C

p

�1E, (E 2 L
�

),
�

p

�1E, (E 2 L
�

).
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We call J
�

the induced generalized complex structure. We denote by
Vi L

�

the i -th
wedge product ofL

�

which acts on� by the Clifford multiplication. Then we define
a vector bundleU i

�

by

U�nCi
�

WD

î

L
�

� �,

for i D 0,: : : ,2n. The bundleU�n
�

is the line bundle generated by�. The vector bundle

Ek
SL is described in terms ofU i

�

.

Lemma 4.1.3. We have the following identification as real vector bundles:

E0
SL � U�nC1

�

,(4.1.3)

E1
SL � U�n

�

�U�nC2
�

,(4.1.4)

E2
SL � U�nC1

�

�U�nC3
�

.(4.1.5)

In general we have

E2k�1
SL �

k
M

iD0

U�nC2i
�

,(4.1.6)

E2k
SL �

k
M

iD0

U�nC2iC1
�

.(4.1.7)

Proof. We consider the complex form� D �

Re
C

p

�1�Im as the pair of real
forms (�Re,�Im). Then applying the construction in Section 3, we have the vector bun-
dles Ek

SL generated by

Ek
SL D {(a � �Re, a � �Im) j a 2 CLk}.

Then we have the complex forma ��Re
C

p

�1a ��Im
D a ��. From the decomposition

(4.1.2), we have the identification:

CL2k

 C � CL2k(L

�

� L
�

) �
k
M

iD0

2l̂

(L
�

� L
�

).

Since L
�

� � D {0}, We have an identification:

E2k�1
SL D CL2k

� � �

k
M

lD0

2l̂

L
�

� �(4.1.8)

D

k
M

lD0

U�nC2l
�

.(4.1.9)
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Similarly we haveE2k
SL �

Lk
iD0 U�nC2iC1

�

.

Proposition 4.1.4. The complex#BSL is elliptic, that is, the orbit BSL is an ellip-
tic orbit.

Proof. Since there is the inclusion CLk�2
� CLk, we have the inclusionEk�2

SL �

Ek
SL and then the quotient is given by

Ek
SL=E

k�2
SL � U�nCkC1

�

,

for k � 1. We define a complexQ#BSL D {QE�

SL} by replacingE�1 by E�1

 C, that is,

QEk
D

�

E�1

 C, (k D �1),

Ek, (k ¤ �1).

Then there is a map [2] by shifting its degree from� to � C 2:

QEk
SL

[2]
7!

QEkC2
SL .

Thus we have the short exact sequence:

(4.1.10) 0! QE�

SL
[2]
�!

QE�C2
! U �

�

! 0,

which yields the following commutative diagram:

0

K

0

K

0

K

0 K

K

E�1
SL 
 C K

K

E0
SL K

K

E1
SL K

K

� � �

0 KE�1
SL 
 C K

�

K

E0
SL K

�

K

E1
SL K

K

E2
SL K

K

E3
SL K

K

� � �

0 KU�n
�

�

KU�nC1
�

�

KU�nC2
�

�

K

K

U�nC3
�

�

K

K

U�nC4
�

K

K

� � �

0 0 0

It follows from U�nCi
�

D

Vi L
�

� � that the quotient complex (U�nC�
�

, �) is an ellip-
tic complex. Hence from the commutative diagram, we see thatthe complex #BSL is
elliptic by induction on degreek.
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The complex (U p
�

,�) is the deformation complex of generalized complex structures

which is introduced in [11]. Then the exterior derivatived acting onU p
�

is decomposed

into two projections� and �, that is,

d D � C �,

U p�1
�

�

 � U p
�

�

�! U pC1
�

.

We define an operatordJ by

dJ
WD

p

�1(� � �).

The ddJ -property is introduced and discussed in [14], [12], [2]:

DEFINITION 4.1.5. A generalized complex manifold (X, J ) satisfies theddJ -
property if and only if the following three conditions are equivalent:
• a 2

V

� T� is d-closed anddJ -exact,
• a 2

V

� T� is d-exact anddJ -closed,
• a D ddJ b for someb 2

V

� T�.

Theorem 4.1.6. Let � be a generalized Calabi–Yau structure on a compact mani-
fold X with the induced generalized complex structureJ

�

. If the generalized complex
structureJ

�

satisfies the ddJ -property, we have unobstructed deformations of� as gen-
eralized Calabi–Yau structures which are parametrized by an open set of the cohomology
group H1(#BSL). Further the period map P from the space of deformations of� to the
de Rham cohomology group is locally injective, i.e., the local Torelli type theorem holds.

Proof. SinceU p
�

is the eigenspace of the action ofJ
�

with eigenvalue
p

�1p, we

have the decomposition
V

� T�

D

Ln
pD�n U p

�

. If an exact formda(m) is an element of

Um�1
�

for a(m)
2 Um

�

, we have�da(m)
D ��a(m)

D 0. Hence applying theddJ -property
we have

(4.1.11) da(m)
D ddJ bD 2

p

�1��bD 2
p

�1d�b,

for b 2 Um�1
�

. Then we haveda(m)
D d for  D 2

p

�1�b 2 Um�2
�

. From our decom-
position, a forma is written as

a D
m
X

pD�n

a(p),

where a(p)
2 U p

�

for somem. If da is an element of
Pk

pD�n U p
�

, then applying the

ddJ -property successively, we haveda D db for b 2
Pk�1

pD�n U p
�

. Similarly if da 2
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VevenT� (resp.da2
VoddT�) then applying theddJ -property we see thatdaD db for

b 2
VoddT� (resp.b 2

VevenT�). Hence it follows from Lemma 4.1.3 that ifda2 Ek
SL

then daD db for b 2 Ek�1
SL (k � 1). It implies that the mappk

B
W H k(#BSL)! H�

dR(X)
is injective for k � 1.

Gualtieri also shows that theddJ -property holds for generalized Kähler structures
[12]. By applying his theorem, we obtain

Theorem 4.1.7. Let � be a generalized Calabi–Yau structure on X with the in-
duced generalized complex structureJ

�

. If there exists another generalized complex
structureI such that the pair(I, J

�

) gives a generalized Kähler structure on X, then
� is a topological structure.

Proof. The result follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1.6.

We denote byH �( Q#BSL) the cohomology group of the complexQ#BSL D {QE�

SL}. The
short exact sequence (4.1.10) in the proof of Proposition 4.1.4 gives the long exact
sequence:

� � � ! H�1( Q#BSL)! H1( Q#BSL)! H2
�

(U�

�

)! H0( Q#BSL)! H2(#BSL),

where H k
�

(U �

�

) denotes the cohomology group of the complexU �

�

:

H k
�

(U �

�

) D (ker� W U�nCk
�

! U�nCkC1
�

)=�(U�nCk�1
�

).

In particular, H2
�

(U �

�

) is the infinitesimal tangent space of deformations of generalized

complex structures (cf. [6], [11]). It follows from the theddJ -property that the map
H k( Q#BSL) to H kC1

�

(U �

�

) is surjective. Thus we have the short exact sequence:

(4.1.12) 0! H�1( Q#BSL)! H1( Q#BSL)! H2
�

(U�

�

)! 0.

Then we have

Proposition 4.1.8. Let � be a generalized Calabi–Yau structure on X andJ
�

the
induced generalized complex structure. IfJ

�

satisfies the ddJ -property, then deforma-
tions ofJ

�

as generalized complex structures are unobstructed and small deformations
are induced from deformations of generalized Calabi–Yau structures.

Proof. The exact sequence (4.1.12) implies that the map #BSL H1( Q#BSL)! H2
�

(U �

�

)

is surjective. The cohomology groupH1( Q#BSL) is the infinitesimal tangent space of de-
formations of generalized Calabi–Yau structures andH2

�

(U �

�

) is the one of generalized
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complex structures. Thus it follows from Theorem 4.1.6 thatdeformations ofJ
�

as
generalized complex structures are unobstructed and smalldeformations are induced
from deformations of generalized Calabi–Yau structures.

REMARK 4.1.9. Li [22] showed the following result: Let (X,�) be a generalized
Calabi–Yau manifold. If there is another generalized complex structureI such that the
pair (I,J

�

) is a generalized Kähler structure, then small deformations of J
�

as general-
ized complex structures are unobstructed and parametrizedby H2

�

(U�

�

). Li used the de-
formation theory developed by [11] and solved the generalized Maurer–Cartan equation
to obtain unobstructed deformations of generalized complex structures. By using The-
orem 4.1.7 and Proposition 4.1.8, we can give a different proof of Li’s result (see [7],
[9] for more detail about the relation between our deformation theory of generalized
Calabi–Yau structures and the deformation theory of generalized complex structures).

4.2. Generalized SU(n)-structures. Let !V be a real 2-form on a real vector
spaceV of dimension 2n. As in Section 4.1, an SLn(C)-structure�V gives rise to the
complex structureJ on V and then the associated bilinear formgV is given by

gV (u, v) D !V (Ju, v), (u, v 2 V).

DEFINITION 4.2.1. A pair (�V ,!V ) is an SU(n)-structureon V if the following
three conditions hold:
(1) �V ^ !V D 0,
(2) �V^�V D cn!

n
V , wherecn is a constant which depends only onn and�V denotes

the complex conjugate of�V ,
(3) The associated bilinear formgV is positive-definite.

The condition (1) implies that!V is a form of type (1, 1) with respect toJ and
then it follows from (3) that!V is a Hermitian form. The equation (2) is called the
Monge–Ampère condition. LetASU(V) be the set of SU(n)-structures onV . Then the
real linear group GL(V) acts onASU(V) transitively with the isotropy group SU(n).
HenceASU(V) is the orbit of GL(V) which is described as the homogeneous space:

ASU(V) D GL(V)=SU(n).

We consider the pair (�V , e
p

�1!V ) for an SU(n)-structure (�V , !V ) which consists of

two non-degenerate, pure spinor�V and e
p

�1!V , where

e
p

�1!V
D 1C

p

�1!V C
1

2!
(
p

�1!V )2
C

1

3!
(
p

�1!V )3
C � � � .

DEFINITION 4.2.2. The orbitBSU(V) of the Clifford group Gcl through the pair

(�V ,e
p

�1!V ) is calledthe generalizedSU(n) orbit. An element (�V,0,�V,1) of the orbit
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BSU(V) is a generalizedSU(n)-structure on V. Note that the orbitBSU(V) is embedded
into the space of pairs of complex forms

V

� V�

C

�

V

� V�

C

. Let X be a compact mani-
fold of dimension 2n. Then as in Section 3, we definegeneralizedSU(n)-structures on
X to beBSU(V)-structures onX.

Let (�0, �1) be a generalized SU(n)-structure on a compact manifoldX of dimen-
sion 2n. Since it consists of two generalized Calabi–Yau structures �0 and �1, we ob-
tain the pair (J0, J1) of the induced generalized complex structures onX. Since the
set of generalized Kähler structures also forms an orbit of Gcl, it turns out that the pair
(J0,J1) is a generalized Kähler structure. By applying theddJ -property, we obtain the
following theorem on deformations of generalized SU(n)-structures:

Theorem 4.2.3. The orbit BSU(V) of generalizedSU(n)-structures is an elliptic
and topological orbit on X.

Theorem 4.2.3 implies the following:

Theorem 4.2.4. Let 8 D (�0,�1) be a generalizedSU(n)-structure on a compact
manifold X of dimension2n. Then we obtain unobstructed deformations of8 as gen-
eralized SU(n)-structures which are parametrized by an open set of the cohomology
group H1(#BSU). Further the period map of the moduli spaceMSU(X) is locally in-
jective, i.e., the local Torelli type theorem holds.

Proof of Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. Let (�0,�1) be a generalized SU(n)-structure
with the generalized Kähler structure (J0,J1) on X. We denote by #BSU D {E�

SU,d} the
deformation complex of generalized SU(n)-structure (�0, �1). Then it suffices to show
that each map

pi
BSU
W H i (#BSU)!

2
M

H�

dR(X, C)

is injective for i D 1,2. We have the eigenspace decomposition of
V

�T�

D

Ln
pD�nU p

� j

for each j D 0, 1. Since [J0, J1] D 0, we then have the simultaneous decomposition
into eigenspaces:

�

^

T�

D

M

jpCqj�n
pCq�n (mod 2)

U p,q,

where U p,q
D U p

�0
\ Uq

�1
. Each Ei

SU consists of pairs of differential forms and then
the projection�1 to the first component induces the map from #BSU to #BSL. We de-
note by K �

D (K �, d) the complex defined by the kernel of�1. Then we have a short
exact sequence:

(4.2.1) 0! K �

! E�

SU
�1
�! E�

SL! 0,
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that is,

K 0
K

K

K 1
K

K

K 2
K

K

� � �

E�1
SU K

K

E0
SU K

K

E1
SU K

K

E2
SU K

K

� � �

E�1
SL KE0

SL KE1
SL KE2

SL K � � � .

If E � �1 D 0 for real E 2 T � T�, then we see thatE D 0. It implies thatK 0
� {0}.

Similarly K 1 and K 2 are respectively given by

K 1
� U0,�nC2,(4.2.2)

K 2
� U1,�nC1

�U�1,�nC1
�U1,�nC3

�U�1,�nC3.(4.2.3)

The complex (K �, d) is a subcomplex of the full de Rham complex and we have the
map pi

K W H i (K �) ! H�

dR(X). By applying the Hodge decomposition of generalized
Kähler manifold in [12], it turns out thatpi

K is injective for eachi (cf. Section 1.3 of
[7]). We denote byS� the full de Rham complex as in Section 3, where Si

D SD
L2n

jD0

V j T�X, for all i . Then there is the splitting short exact sequence:

0! S� ! S� � S� ! S� ! 0,

where S� � S� is the direct sum ofS� and S�. The short exact sequence (4.2.1) is a
subsequence of the splitting short exact sequence:

(4.2.4)

0 K K �

K

K

E�

SU K

K

E�

SL K

K

0

0 K S� K S� � S� K S� K 0

Hence we have the diagram of long exact sequences:

� � � K H i (K �) K

pi
K
K

H i (#BSU) K

pi
BSU
K

H i (#BSL) K

pi
BSL

K

� � �

0 K H�

dR(X) K H�

dR(X)� H�

dR(X) K H�

dR(X) K 0,

where the sequence at the top is the long exact sequence givenby the short exact se-
quence (4.2.1). Sincepi

BSL
and pi

K are injective, it follows thatpi
BSU

is injective for i .
Hence the results follows.
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